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Introduction
As part of my Skillcrush UX class, I was tasked with improving the user experience of an existing website for a 
client named City Cycles. City Cycles is a company with a storefront that sell and rent bikes for sight seeing or 
eco conscious commuters. City Cycles realized they were losing rentals because their online rental process 
was frustrating customers and causing then to call in to the store to book their rentals. This also began taking 
up too much of the store associates time serving customers in person because they had to keep answering 
phone calls to the store. I was hired to improve the websites online reservation process, making it more 
convenient, fast, and easy to use. Once implemented, this would decrease the number of customers calling 
the store to rent a bike and increase the total number of rentals being made online.



The Problem
The client’s existing website looked like this:

Users were complaining that the site was
“frustrating” to use and they felt “misled.”



My UX Role in This Project
I was tasked with: 

1. Ideating solutions for the users’ problem or pain points
2. Define the user’s problem and pain points
3. Test a prototype for the new online reservation process
4. Creating Prototype
5. Empathizing with the user



My Approach
My approach to this UX project started with taking the following steps: 

1. Defining the user problem and project scope.

2. Conducting user research to understand user pain points and empathize with user.

3. Ideating solutions to user problems that align with client’s goals and project scope.



Key Findings
After performing research, collecting data, and analyzing 
the results, this is what I found: 

The online reservation page design is turning users off to 
making an online reservation. Customers we going to the 
online to the reservation page only to be told they needed 
to send and email to make the booking. The process is 
misleading  for users so they abandon the site altogether. 

● Only 60% of the users are using the menu links to 
navigate the site. This number should be closer to 
100%. 

● 80% of users are clicking the search bar; this is a 
sign they are not finding the links they need easily. 
The interview comments back this up because 
users say the website is unclear and they struggle 
to find what they are looking for. 

● 89% of users click the City Cycles logo which could 
mean that users are getting lost and having to 
restart their journey on the site too many times. 
Interview comments again support this theory that 
the users are struggling to navigate the site.



Solutions
After ideating some potential solutions to the users’ 
problems and pain points, I decided to move forward with 
the following idea: 

Redesigning homepage with clearer layout and 
prominent ‘Reserve Now!’/ ‘Visit Store’ links. Included in 
this redesign is a new user flow for the online 
reservation process that is easy and quick. The new 
user flow would make it more user-friendly to login in, 
choose a bike, input booking information, and confirm 
their reservation.

Hand-drawn paper prototype of my initial solution idea



Solutions
Based off my paper prototype, I created a high-fidelity, 
interactive digital prototype of my proposed solution. After 
performing a usability test on my prototype, I received the 
following feedback:

-Easy to use
-Fast
-Needed information about where to pick up/drop off 
rentals
-Needed to clarify the Login page verbiage. User didn’t know 
why they should pick which one.

Based upon the results of my usability test, I proposed the 
following next step(s):

1. Tweak the verbiage on the login page so it’s more clear to 
users if they should log in as a frequent user or as a one time 
user. This would clear up any confusion users might have.

2. Launch the new online reservation process because it was 
the minimum viable product and needed no further user 
testing.

Screenshot of my interactive, digital prototype



LESSONS LEARNED
The biggest challenge or obstacle I faced during this UX project 
was:

Resisting the temptation to building in other improvements to my 
design, besides the main one I was hired to design.

The lessons I learned from this UX project included:

● Using design thinking to help boil down ideas into a MVP. 
This can save

time and money for a client.
● Not every prototype has to be perfection to generate 

meaningful results.
● How important it is to stay focused on the scope and goal 

of a project,
no matter how many great ideas for the solution you might have. 


